www.kiplingcotesfurniture.co.uk

WHERE IS KIPLINGCOTES ?
Kiplingcotes is a small hamlet located between Market Weighton and Beverley, set in the heart of the
Yorkshire Wolds. The village has no signs informing you of when you are entering or leaving; a beautiful
and peaceful place ideal for a weekend drive out .Kiplingcotes Classic Furniture is actually located on an old
disused railway station, with the Hudson Way walk way running by, so why not bring your walking boots (
maybe the dogs as well ) and have a stroll down the line?

HOW DO I FIND KIPLINGCOTES FROM DRIFFIELD?
For those of you equipped with Satellite Navigation enter our postcode - YO43 3LY
Other-wise follow the directions:

Leave Driffield heading towards KIRKBURN on the A614, follow the main road, Kirkburn Shell petrol station
will be on your left. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit following the A614 through BAINTON village.
The main road bends to the right out of the village, you are now heading up a hill and onto a straight which
leads to MIDDLETON ON THE WOLDS ( PLEASE MIND YOUR SPEED IN THE VILLAGE - REGULAR SAFETY
CAMERA VAN LOCATION ) Go straight across the mini roundabout, staying on the main road, heading up
the village. When you reach the end of village turn left opposite the sports field, it is signposted ‘Holme &
S. Dalton.’ You are now on an unclassified single track road, follow the road round a sharp tree lined bend
to the right, past a farm on the right, then the road dips to the left, keep going straight on. You will rise up
slightly and the road will lead off to the right up a hill , here you turn left (NOT FOLLOWING Goodmanham
sign) There will be a long straight road with a sharp bend to right, keep following the road up the hill. You
will pass a house on your left, the road dips down, there is farm on your left in the dip and as you rise out
of the dips- houses on your right. Keep following the road down another dip and up the other side. Then
the road goes down a hill and you will see our driveway in front of you with the Kiplingcotes Classic
Furniture sign at the bottom.-If you manage to get lost or take a wrong turn, keep an eye open for small
brown tourist signs saying ‘Kiplingcotes Station - The Hudson Way’ Another point worth mentioning is our
shop in Kiplingcotes isn’t in the place where you would imagine a furniture shop to be, we are very unique,
so follow the directions above carefully and if you think to yourself ‘it can’t possibly be down here’ ... just
keep coming !

WHAT TIMES ARE YOU OPEN?
Monday - Saturday: 9am - 4pm
Closed Sundays
If you would like any more information or further directions from another area, just give us a
ring.

Telephone: 01430 810284

E-Mail: info@kiplingcotesfurniture.co.uk

